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Tactical Use of Single-Actor Terrorism by the Islamic State
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Abstract
In recent years there has been a growing focus on the threat from lone-actor terrorists; however, unless used 
with caution, the term can mask a more complex and nuanced situation. This article argues that in the era of 
the Islamic State (IS), a dichotomous classification of plots as either networked or ‘lone-actor’ is misleading, 
obscuring varied degrees of engagement. In addition to inspiring undirected attacks by its supporters, IS has 
produced a hybrid threat from individual attackers, detached from the broader network but able to benefit from 
its guidance and, in some cases, logistical support. In light of this finding, this article draws a distinction between 
inspired lone-actor- and other forms of single-actor- terrorism, offering a new framework for conceptualising 
individual attackers who act in the name of IS.
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Introduction

In September 2014, Islamic State (IS) spokesman Abu Mohammed al-Adnani urged its supporters not to 
“let this battle pass you by wherever you may be”, encouraging them to “kill a disbelieving American or 
European…in any manner”.[1] This message was later echoed in the group’s English-language magazine 

Dabiq, which stated “[t]he smaller the numbers of those involved and the less the discussion beforehand, 
the more likely it will be carried out without problems... One should not complicate the attacks by involving 
other parties, purchasing complex materials, or communicating with weak-hearted individuals”.[2]

It is clear that the proposed attacks were to be committed by individuals, using readily available tools such as 
knives and cars. The focus was not on the externally directed, complex plots that had been the hallmark of al-
Qaida throughout the early 2000s; instead, al-Adnani was alluding to the template subsequently established 
by al-Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP), acknowledging that simple attacks were more likely to 
succeed.[3] Through such messaging, IS signalled a clear intent to adopt single-actor terrorism as a tactic.

At a time when the group’s resources were focused on its territory in Syria and Iraq, undirected, unconnected, 
and logistically unsupported attacks in the name of IS offered an attractive means of striking beyond the 
Caliphate’s borders and demonstrating its reach. However, it is important to recognise that this is only one 
tactic within a broad strategy. Examination of recent attacks reveals degrees of interaction, direction, and 
even logistical support from IS. Notwithstanding appearances, individual attackers are rarely alone.

Building on the author’s previous work as part of the Countering Lone Actor Terrorism (CLAT) project[4] 
and the recent work of Thomas Hegghammer and Petter Nesser,[5] this article examines the nature of the 
threat from radicalised individuals in Europe, and the implications of the decision by IS to adopt single-actor 
terrorism as a tactic. It will argue that in addition to inspiring undirected attacks by its supporters, IS has 
produced a hybrid threat from individual attackers, detached from the broader network, but able to benefit 
from its guidance and, in some cases, logistical support. In light of this finding, this article draws a distinction 
between inspired lone-actor- and other forms of single-actor- terrorism, offering a new framework for 
conceptualising individual attackers who act in the name of IS.

The article is structured in four parts: the first section presents the existing research upon which this work 
builds, section two presents the methodology, section three details the results, while section four considers 
the implications for our understanding of the threat from radicalised individuals in Europe.
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Background
CLAT was an eighteen-month study conducted by the Royal United Services Institute (RUSI), Chatham 
House, the Institute for Strategic Dialogue (ISD) and Leiden University. The research examined 120 instances 
of lone-actor terrorism across Europe between 1 January 2000 and 31 December 2014, aiming to improve 
understanding of perpetrator behaviour and activities in the period leading up to their intended attacks. 
However, the timing of the research was such that data collection ended shortly after what may prove to be 
an important moment in the jihadist lone-actor threat: the prominent calls by IS for individual attacks from 
September 2014 onwards. As mentioned earlier, the tactic of inspiring individual attackers had previously 
been established by AQAP; however, the decision by IS to emulate this model is likely to prove significant 
given the group’s substantial global appeal and increasing dominance in international jihadism. In their 
research examining the commitment of IS to attacking the West, Hegghammer and Nesser found evidence to 
support an evolving threat from this point:

“the number of “low-involvement plots” (or sympathiser attacks) has increased significantly in recent months. 
After two years with zero such plots, we had 21 in the last ten months of our timeframe (September 2014–June 
2015). The cut-off date seems to be September 2014, which is exactly when IS spokesman Abu Muhammad al-
Adnani issued the first call for sympathiser attacks in the West. The trend is so striking that we strongly suspect 
al-Adnani’s call contributed to the increase.”[6]

It should be noted that Hegghammer and Nesser’s article examined all attack plots linked to IS in the West, 
neither restricted to lone-actor terrorists, nor to Europe. Nevertheless, the increase in plots by sympathisers 
provides a strong indication of the impact of al-Adnani’s call.

Building on these previous works, this article therefore seeks to examine the nature of the jihadist threat from 
individual attackers in Europe from September 2014 onwards, examining case studies of recent plots and 
attacks that have been linked to IS.[7]

Methodology
The sample examined includes plots and attacks in Europe by individual attackers with alleged linked to 
IS, occurring after al-Adnani’s speech in September 2014 and before August 2016. While acknowledging 
the continuing debates surrounding the definition of terrorism, this article takes a pragmatic approach and 
specifies only that attacks, or planned attacks, must be violent and intended to send a political message to a 
broader audience.[8] It is based on open-source research, using START’s Global Terrorism Database[9] and 
Internet searches to identify and examine potential cases through news reporting. To be included, positive 
evidence must suggest an attack was, or was meant to be, executed by a single actor [10] with alleged links 
to IS or its ideology. As the intention of the research was to examine the nature of these links and therefore 
determine the suitability of the label ‘lone-actor terrorism’, more stringent criteria were not applied at this 
stage. In total, fourteen plots and attacks were identified as suitable for the sample. Five additional attacks 
were excluded due to insufficient evidence in the public domain to either link them to IS, or to assess the 
nature of those links.

There are a number of limitations to this method. First, the sample size is naturally small given the relative 
rarity of the incidents and the short timespan studied. Second, it is based on publically available information, 
meaning that some details will be missing, and that plots abandoned, or disrupted at an early stage, are 
unlikely to have been included. Third, as the focus lies on the current threat, the incidents examined are 
of recent nature. It may be years after an incident before we can state with confidence that no further 
information is likely to be discovered. Subsequently emerging details could therefore significantly alter the 
categorisation of some of the plots.
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Results
Of the fourteen plots examined, six present no evidence to contradict their classification as lone-actor attacks 
with reported linked to IS, or its ideology, being conceived and carried out by an individual perpetrator. The 
following case has been selected as an illustrative example:

• On 7 January 2016 a man tried to enter a Paris Police station wearing a fake suicide vest, brandishing 
a meat cleaver, and shouting “Allahu akbar”; he was shot dead by police. The attacker was later found 
to be carrying a piece of paper with the IS flag, a pledge of allegiance to al-Baghdadi, and a claim of 
responsibility for the attack in Arabic which said he was avenging the dead in Syria.[11]

However, in six cases, examination revealed allegations of varied degrees of personal encouragement and 
direction. The following case has been selected as an illustrative example:

• In July 2016 27-year-old Mohammed Daleel detonated a suicide bomb near a music festival in 
Ansbach, south Germany, killing himself and injuring fifteen other people, four of them seriously. 
He had initially tried to gain entry to the festival, but was refused. Following the attack, IS released 
a video of Daleel pledging allegiance to the group and threatening new attacks. The Bavarian state’s 
interior minister subsequently revealed that Daleel received specific instructions over his mobile 
phone just moments before the attack, that, among other things, offered advice on what he should do 
after having been refused entry to the music festival.[12] 

This form of direct interaction with IS would undermine the classification of an attack as lone-actor 
terrorism. As in other areas of terrorism research, there remains disagreement regarding the definition 
of lone-actor attacks; however most scholars agree that the absence of direction from a wider network is 
a critical element.[13] The reported interaction in two cases was found to extend yet further, including 
elements of logistical support:

• In April 2015 French police arrested Sid Ahmed Ghlam on suspicion of planning terrorist attacks. 
Reports claim that he was communicating with IS members in Syria, who gave him directions to a car 
park where a vehicle was waiting containing firearms, ammunitions and tactical vests. The suggestion 
is that he did not meet directly with the local logistics network providing this support; instead, it 
was orchestrated remotely by members of IS, and he retrieved the items from an unattended vehicle. 
After obtaining the weapons, it is alleged that he shot and killed Aurelie Chatelain in Paris, in what 
prosecutors are claiming was a failed car-jacking as part of a plot to attack a church in Paris.[14]

There is increasing evidence that the external operations wing of IS has established procedures for encrypted 
communications with attackers in Europe, whether returning fighters or domestic supporters.[15] Wherever 
single-actor terrorists benefit from such mechanisms, it is clear that they cannot be considered as acting 
alone.

It is therefore suggested that the following typology provides a more differentiated understanding of the 
threat from radicalised individuals in Europe who plan attacks on behalf of IS:

• Inspired lone-actor terrorist: individual attacker, inspired by IS propaganda and messaging, but 
receiving no personal direction or instruction from the group.

• Remotely directed single-actor terrorist: individual attacker, receiving remote direction and 
personal instruction from IS.
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• Remotely directed and facilitated single-actor terrorist: individual attacker, receiving both remote 
direction and remotely orchestrated logistical support from the IS; the local logistics network remains 
somewhat detached from the attacker and therefore insulated in case of arrest.

This typology offers the means to continue distinguishing single-actor terrorists from networked cells, while 
equally recognising significant variations in the threat they pose. A key distinction between inspired lone-
actor terrorists and other single-actors are that the former are undirected and uncontrolled by IS, while the 
latter are essentially a “tactical variant of group terrorism”[16] and may therefore be coordinated in the same 
manner as networked cells. 

Discussion
If we are to understand the scale and nature of the threat posed by radicalised individual supporters of IS 
in Europe, it is crucial that we distinguish between those attacks that are neither directed nor logistically 
supported by the group – inspired lone-actor terrorists – and those where various degrees of personal 
direction and support exist, albeit in the shadows. The typology presented here is intended to facilitate such a 
distinction.

The classifications proposed here capture key elements of the overall threat situation in Europe now. 
Moreover, each category presents security officials with distinct challenges for detection and disruption. The 
threat posed by inspired lone-actor terrorists is in some ways dependent upon their choice of weapon. Across 
the fifteen years studied, the CLAT research found substantial disparities in the lethality of attacks by lone-
actor terrorists: bladed weapons resulted in 0.36 fatalities per attack, explosives in 0.57 deaths, and, in stark 
contrast, firearms caused an average of 6.65 deaths. Overall, however, it was found that 76 per cent of plots 
failed to cause any fatalities, illustrating that although lone-actor terrorists can have a devastating impact, 
only a small proportion will do so.[17]

Out of the three types identified, the unconnected single perpetrators are, however, often the most difficult 
to detect, as without command and control from a wider network they may evade many of the ‘tripwires’ 
that would usually bring them to the attention of security officials. Although not distinguishing between 
typologies of single-actor terrorists, research by Petter Nesser and Anne Stenersen highlights the increased 
difficulty of detecting perpetrators who act alone: examining jihadist plots from 1994 to 2014 they found 
that only 30 per cent of single-actor cases were detected by the authorities, in contrast to 81 per cent of group 
plots.[18]

However, as the CLAT research highlighted, lone-actor terrorists are neither as isolated nor as secretive as 
we might presume: only 9 per cent of ‘religiously-inspired’ perpetrators appeared to be in some way ‘socially 
isolated’,[19] while 43 per cent gave some advance indication of their extreme views, or even intention to 
act to those around them.[20] This mirrored earlier findings by Paul Gill, John Horgan and Paige Deckert; 
examining lone-actor plots in the United States and Europe, they found that in 79 per cent of cases, friends 
and family were aware of the individual’s commitment to a specific extremist ideology, and in 63.9 per cent 
of cases that they intended to engage in terrorism-related activities.[21] Therefore, while these indicators are 
rarely evident to security officials, those around the perpetrator such as friends, family and work colleagues 
are likely to encounter signs of their extremism or even intention to act; this creates opportunities for 
detection, provided they have both the means and the confidence to report their concerns.[22]

Remotely directly single-actor terrorists are in communication with members of the broader IS network. 
This has implications for the threat they present; however, it is not yet possible to draw specific conclusions, 
given the limited sample size. Remote instructions have the potential to either encourage simple attack 
methodology in order to increase the chance or success, or alternatively, offer guidance to facilitate more 
complex methods such as the use of explosive devices.
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The possibility of the latter is of particular concern. Research for the CLAT project highlighted the extremely 
limited success rate of lone-actor terrorists in using such weapons, despite the various manuals and 
instructive literature available online.[23] In contrast, remotely directed single-actor terrorists can draw on 
the expertise of the broader network, increasing the potential impact of an individual attacker. Among the 
recent attacks, Daleel was able to produce an effective explosive device using components from a loudspeaker 
and a bicycle lamp, prompting speculation regarding the level of detail in the instructions received from 
IS.[24]

While their communications with a wider network creates possibilities for detection that do not exit with 
inspired lone-actor terrorists, such possibilities are somewhat constrained by the extensive use of encryption 
by IS through applications such as Telegram. Detailed discussion on this point is beyond the scope of this 
article, but their use of such technology, and the challenges this creates for intelligence and security officials, 
have both been well documented.[25]

Remotely directed and facilitated single-actor terrorists receive both direction and logistical support, 
increasing the likelihood that they will be able to access weapons, protective equipment, and false identity 
documents to facilitate evasion. This has significant implications for the threat posed. With regard to 
detection, they present a similar profile to the one in the previous category, using encrypted communication 
to correspond with IS in Syria. Although they receive material support from local logistics networks, there 
are indications that this is done with minimal direct communication; such networks remain detached and 
are therefore largely insulated in case of arrest. While members of the logistics network remain vulnerable to 
forensic analysis of the weapons or retrospective examination of security cameras near the delivery site, they 
can take precautions to mitigate such risks; the more unpredictable human element has been removed, with 
the attacking perpetrator unable to betray them.

It is worth noting, however, that that existence of such networks also creates a valuable investigative angle for 
security officials; if they can be uncovered and dismantled, there is an opportunity to have a disproportionate 
impact and disrupt multiple plots from this category of attacker.

Conclusion
In recent years there has been a growing focus on the threat from lone-actor terrorists across Europe. 
Commentators have been quick to label attacks by radicalised individuals as the manifestation of the feared 
‘lone wolf ’, while security officials have been rightly concerned about the unique challenges such attackers 
present in terms of detection and disruption. However, unless used with caution, the term ‘lone-actor’ can 
mask a more complex and nuanced situation. In the era of IS, it is now clear that a dichotomous classification 
of plots as either networked or ‘lone-actor’ is misleading, obscuring varied degrees of encouragement, 
direction and even logistical support. The categories of single-actor terrorism presented here are intended to 
offer a more differentiated view of the threat from radicalised individuals in Europe, offering greater scope to 
understand the nature of the threat posed and to devise effective strategies in response.
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